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Richard Stuebi, Founder
Diverse Energy Industry Expertise: Served in senior executive roles at large
energy-sector corporations, energy-related ventures and in energy-related
public advocacy. Deep capabilities in electric, gas and new energy
technologies and energy finance, strategy, marketing, business
development, economics, policies and regulatory issues.
Business Strategy: Skilled in analyzing energy market and technology trends
to surface investment and business opportunities. Brings structure and clarity
to complex situations and creates compelling narratives to drive alignment
among diverse stakeholders and improved decision-making for action.

Energy Industry Thought Leadership: Three-decades of pioneering
strategies for new energy technologies and innovative business models as
an executive, entrepreneur, investor, consultant and advocate. Prominent
industry figure, former Board member of the Energy Storage Association.
Extensive professional network of fellow executives and experts.
Entrepreneurship: Track-record in launching new energy businesses, having

co-founded two venture-funded companies and led start-ups in CEO, CFO
and other senior leadership roles. Former head of industrial technology
practice at regional venture capital firm, plus angel investing experience.

Credentials: Previously a consultant in energy practices at McKinsey and
ICF, and executive at National Grid and Louis Dreyfus. Non-Resident Senior
Fellow at the Institute of Sustainable Energy at Boston University. Degrees in
Economics from MIT and Stanford.
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Services and Specialties

Consulting services
 Strategic advisory services
 Business opportunity assessment
 Technology commercialization and
business model innovation

 Analysis of competitors, customers,
markets/economics,
regulations/policies






Investment/acquisition due diligence
Storyline/narrative development
Decision-making support
Interim management

Specializing In Disruptive
Energy Technologies…
 Distributed energy resources
• On-site generation options: PV,
generators, CHP, fuel cells
• Demand response and efficiency
• Energy storage
• Electric vehicles

 Renewables
• Solar
• Wind (on- and offshore)
• Hydro

…In The Context Of The
Electric Power Industry
 Centralized generation
 Wholesale and retail markets
 Transmission and distribution
 Regulatory and environmental
 Customer demands
 Capital markets

• Bioenergy

 Micro grids
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Extensive Professional Network
Researchers
& Scientists

Attorneys
&
Regulatory
Experts

Engineers &
Technical
Experts

Technology
Entrepreneurs
& Visionaries

Energy/
Industrial
Executives

Other
Professional
Consultants
Investors &
Financial
Institutions

Hundreds of experts across numerous disciplines accumulated over 30 year career
Available to be tapped to participate on client projects
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Uncommon Breadth and Depth
of Experience Across Energy Sector

ENERGY INDUSTRY

Sectors

v

Assets

Companies

Markets

Technologies

Breath of perspectives
Depth of Knowledge

Regulation

Finance

Strategy

Rooted on Professional Principles,
Focused on Client Success
OUR PRINCIPLES

Economic
Driven

Collaborative

Fact-Based

High Integrity

Logical

Flexible
& Nimble

Responsive

Efficient

CLIENT
SUCCESS

Client Focused
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Illustrative Projects
Client

Need

Deliverable

Outcome

Major OEM to
electricity
industry

Go/no-go decision on
pursuing segment of
renewable power
generation market

Executive presentation with
recommended actions, based
on fundamental market
segment attractiveness and
competitive fit for client

Management decision to
undertake selected actions that
strengthen current business while
enhancing ability to enter
segment if fundamentals improve

Electric utility

Growth strategy for
unregulated solar subsidiary

Revised, more detailed business
plan for subsidiary, identifying
growth initiatives

Board decision to increase
financial commitments to
subsidiary in support of business
plan

Global
materials
science
company

Evaluation of potential to
create new business unit for
supplying materials to
battery markets

Workshop session on battery
market fundamentals for various
segments, including size, growth
drivers and economics

Recommendation to Board to
make initial exploratory
investments that could form the
core of new business unit

Competitive
energy retailer

Action plan for recently
acquired subsidiary
providing information
services to participants in
retail energy markets

Evaluation of opportunity to
reposition company as a webbased platform for distributed
energy offerings

Management decision not to
pursue repositioning due to
insufficient near-term market
volumes for DER
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Contact Info

Richard Stuebi
President
Future Energy Advisors

rta@fea.global
+1 440.715.5925
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